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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

Respondent, Michael Myers, was the defendant, and Petitioner,

the State of Florida, was the prosecution, in the trial on criminal

charges filed in the Circuit Court of the Seventeenth Judicial

Circuit, in and for Broward County, Florida. Respondent was the

appellant, and Petitioner was the appellee, in the appeal filed

with the District Court of Appeal, Fourth District. In this brief,

the parties shall be referred to as they appear before this

Honorable Court, except that Petitioner may also be referred to as

"the  State."

The following symbols will be used in this brief:

A = Appendix

R = Record on Appeal

T = Transcript

iv



STATEMW OF THE CASE AND FACTS

Respondent was sentenced to eighteen years imprisonment

on three counts of sexual battery, second degree felonies (R. L25-

130, 134-136). The state prison months calculation on the

sentencing guidelines scoresheet was 201 months, resulting from

229 total sentencing points (R. 141). The guidelines range,

obtained by increasing and decreasing the total months by 25%, was

12.6 to 20.9 years imprisonment (R. 141) e



SUMMARY  OF ARGUMENT

The use of "recommended sentence" in sections 921.001(5) and

921.0014(2), Florida Statutes, includes the 25% discretionary

variation provided for under sections 921.0014(2) and

921.0016(1)(b), Florida Statutes. Section 921.0014, which sets out

the worksheet and calculations for determining a sentence under the

guidelines, allows the recommended sentence to be varied, prior to

any determination as to whether the sentence exceeds the statutory

maximum. Thus, the later determination is made by reference to the

already varied recommended sentence. Moreover, section 921.001(5)

states only that the sentence "under the guidelines" must be

imposed.
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The Fourth District held that the recommended sentence under

the guidelines does not include the 25% variance range under

section 921.0014(2), Florida Statutes. It determined that the

recommended range consisted only of the total number months,

calculated from the total of points minus 28 under this subsection.

However, this calculation is only a part of the overall equation

necessary to arrive at the sentencing range that was intended to

give the court a discretionary window for sentencing.

Section 921.0014(2) begins the calculation with a finding of

state prison months, but then immediately

the trial court may increase or decrease

by up to 25%:

proceeds to provide that

the recommended sentence

The recommended sentence length in state
prison months may be increased by up to, and
including, 25 percent or decreased by‘up to,
and including, 25 percent, at the discretion
of the court. The recommended sentence length
may not be increased if the total sentence
points have been increased for that offense by
up to, and including, 15 percent. If a
recommended sentence under the guidelines

ARGUMENT

WHETHER "RECOMMENDED SENTENCE" AS USED IN
SECTIONS 921.001(5)  AND 921.0014(2),  FLORIDA
STATUTES, INCLUDES THE 25% DISCRETIONARY
VARIATION PROVIDED FOR UNDER SECTIONS
921.0014(2) A N D 921.0016(1) (B), FLORIDA
STATUTES.
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exceeds the maximum sentence otherwise
authorized by s. 775.082, the sentence
recommended under the guidelines must be
imposed absent a departure.

(emphasis supplied).

This being so, the recommended sentence is modified prior to any

determination as to whether it exceeds the statutory maximum.

Indeed, the 1995 Senate Staff Analysis on section 921.0014

states that under the 1994 sentencing guidelines, the state prison

sentence is calculated by deducting 28 points from "total or

increased sentencing points." CS/SB 172. (A. B pa 2). It notes

that he ‘total" may be increased or decreased by the court by up to

25%. The State submits that if the total is determinative, as the

Fourth District believed, and the total can be increased, then so

can the recommended sentence for purposes of deciding whether the

guidelines sentence exceeds the statutory maximum.

In other words, there is a range from which the trial court

may decide the recommended sentence. Obviously, the legislature,

in allowing a trial court leeway in sentencing based on the unique

circumstances of each case, recognized that' what might be

recommended in one case, might not be so recommended in another.

Hence the total number of points under the scoresheet is only part

of the overall formula, and is not meant to be considered a finite



restriction upon the trial court.

Courts have found that the recommended sentence under the

guidelines includes the 25% variation. In Delaney  v. State, 673

so. 2d 541 (Fla. 3d DCA 1996),  the Third District, citing to

§921.001(5), Florida Statutes, held that the defendant's 6 year

sentence was permissible despite its exceeding the 5 year statutclaw.*y

maximum, since the guidelines range was 4.3 to 7.1 years. The

First District, in ,State  v. Eaves, 674 So. 2d 908 (Fla 1st DCA

19961, required the trial court on remand to impose sentences

within the presumptive range under the guidelines. The Second

District, in Wantz v. State, 687 So. 2d 845 (Fla. 2d DCA 19961,

calculated the recommended range, not the recommended sentence, to

determine if the appealed sentence was correct, then ordered that

on remand the trial court should impose a sentence no greater than

the upper limit of the guidelines recommended range.

In J&u-tines  v. State, 692 So. 2d I99 (Fla. 3d DCA 1997),  the

defendant was convicted of a third degree felony with a statutory

maximum of five years. The recommended guidelines range was 4.6

years to 7.7 years. The trial court imposed a sentence of six and

one-half years incarceration followed by one year of probation, a

sentence close to the top of the range. The Third District held

that this was a legal sentence under the 1994 guidelines,



reaffirming its earlier holding in Delancev, 673 So. 2d at 541.

The Fifth District in Plays v, State, 693 So. 2d 52 (Fla. 5th DCA

1997) concurred with Martinez, and affirmed the 70 month sentence

for the third degree felony, despite the median sentence being 67.8

months.

In Green v. State, 691 So. 2d 502 (Fla. 5th DCA 1997),  the

Fifth District similarly affirmed a sentence greater than the

median of 65.8 months. The court found that the sentence of 72

months actually imposed was a permissible variation, and not a

departure sentence. The Green court stated:

The emphasized line from section 921.001(5) . . . should
read, for purposes of clarity, as follows: "If the

recommended sentence under the guidelines exceeds the
maximum otherwise authorized by s. 775.082, a sentence
under the guidelines must be imposed absent a departure."
It would appear, from a grammatical standpoint, that the
articles in the foregoing sentence are misplaced in the
printed statute.

6 9 1  S o . 2d at 904.

The Fourth District contended that to allow a variation when

the statutory maximum is exceeded would create "an intolerable

ambiguity" because the variation is discretionary but the language1

in section 921.001(5),  Florida Statutes, is mandatory. (A. A p. 5).

The State respectfully maintains that no such ambiguity would be

created because the thrust of section 921.001(5) is that the

6
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guidelines now take precedence over the statutory maximum. In

Martinez, the court accurately noted that the legislative intent of

the statute was "to allow the trial court the full use of the

recommended range unencumbered by the ordinary legal maximum." 692

so. 2d at 201.

Hence, the legislature in section 921.001(5) directed that

"the sentence under the guidelines must be imposed" if it exceeds

the statutory maximum, but stated that a departure sentence must be

within the maximum. This suggests that by "departure," the

legislature anticipated that even with a 25% upward variation, the

guidelines sentence did not exceed the statutory maximum. After

all, a departure sentence is one beyond 25% over the median number

of prison months. & Sections 921.0014(2) and 921.0016(1) (c),

Florida Statutes. There is simply no basis by which this statute

can be read to authorize a mitigating departure sentence where the

guidelines sentence exceeds the statutory maximum, for the statute

provides that in such a case, the guidelines sentence must be

imposed (A. A p. 4).

The Fourth District suggested that if the 1Ggislature  wished

the variation to be included under section 921.001(5), it would

have so specified (A. A p. 5). The State responds, though, that if

the legislature did not wish the variation to be included, it would

.

.



have referred to the original total sentence points instead of the

recommended sentence. This is so because section 921.0014(2)

allows a trial court to vary the "recommended sentence," before the

statutory maximum is even considered.

In conclusion, the State urges that the trial court properly

imposed the eighteen year imprisonment term because it was within

the 25% upward variation permitted under section 921.0014(2) q
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CONCLUSION

WHEREFORE, based on the foregoing arguments and authorities,

the State of Florida respectfully submits that the decision of the

district court should be QUASHED and that the sentence be

REINSTATED.

Respectfully submitted,

ROBERT A. BUTTERWORTH
Attorney General
Tallahassee, Florida

Assistant Attorneyveneral
Chief, West Palm Beach Bureau
Florida Bar No. 656879

Agsistant  Attorney General
Florida Bar No. 441510
1655 Palm Beach Lakes Boulevard
Suite 300
West Palm Beach, FL 33401-2299
(407) 688-7759
FAX (407) 688-7771

Counsel for Petitioner
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a copy of the foregoing "Brief  of

Petitioner on the Merits" has been furnished by courier to: LOUIS

CARRES, Assistant Public Defender, 421 Third Street, Sixth Floor,

West Palm Beach, Florida 33401, on this day of September,

1997 *
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF APPEAL OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA
JANUARY TERM 1997FOURTH DISTRICT

RECEIVED
OFFICE OF THE

A T T O R N E Y  G E -L MYERS,

JUN ,Z  S  1391  Appellant,
CRIMINAL OFFICE

WEST PALM BEACH v-

STATE OF FL?XUDA,

Appellee.

CASE NO. 96-1785

Opinion filed June 25,1997

Appeal  from the Circuit Court for the Seventeenth
JudiciaI Cii Broward County;  Mark A. Speiser,
Judge; L.T. Case No. 95-13752 CFlOA.

Richard L. Jorandby, Public Defender, and Louis
G. Carres, Assistant Public Defender, West Palm
Beach, for appellant.

Robert A. Buttcrwortb,  Attorney Gcncral,  and
Melynda L. Melcar,  Assistant Attorney General,
West  Palm Beach, for appellee.

FARMEK  J.

Ttiay we confront tbe punitive calculus effected
by the 1993 and 1994 revisions to the sentencing
guideline. l After analyzing the pertinent statutory
q we reverse the sentences imposed in this case.
In so doing, we have not lightly rejected the
construction placed on the same statutes by two
other District Courts of Appeal and thus certify
cmflict.

First, the necessary facts. Defendant pleaded
guilty to 3 counts of sexual battery (without great
force) and 2 counts of battery on a person 65 or

’ See Ch. 93a,  Laws ofFla.;  and Ch. 94-307, Laws
of Flu.

older.2 His guidelines scoresheet  reflects the
following assessments of points.  First., he scored  74
points for the primary offense of sexual battery, a
level 8 offense. Next he scored  19.2 points  for the
twootherscxualbattuies  as additional offenses and
7.2 points for the two counts of battery on a person
65 or older. Then for victim injury, hc  scored 128
points detemhd  as follows: 40 points each for the
three sexual battery couuts  involving penetration;
and 4 points each for slight victim injury for the two
battery counts. His prior juvenile record  added an
additional .6  point. In the end, his guidelines
score&et  showed a total of 229 points. On the
basis ofthis  scor&eet,  his sentence  computation is
201 state  prison months, or 16.75 years.

Tbe~courtimposedasentenceoflSyearson
each of the sexual battery counts, and a sentence of
5 years on each of the counts of battery on a person
65 or older. The 18 year sentences  for sexual
battcrywemtobcfollowedby2yearsofcommunity
control and 8 years  of probation. All scntcnces  are
to run concurrently. This was not a departure
SUlkXWWith~reasonS; rather it was imposed
as a straight guidclins  sentence.

Defendant begins his argument  on appeal by
pointing to section 921.001(5),  Florida Statutes
(Supp. 1994),  which provides as follows:

“(5) Sentenm  imposed by trial court judges
under the  1994 revised sentencing guidelines on
orafterJanuary1,1994,mustbewithinthc  1994
guideline unless  there is a departure  sentence
withwritknhxlings.  Ifarecomded sentence
under  the guidelines exceeds  the maximum
sentence otherwise authorized by s.  775.082, the
sentence. under  the guidelines must be imposed,
absent a departure. If a departure sentence,  with
written findings,  is imposed, such sentcncc  must

2 The crime was gruesome: he raped and sodomized
his ‘Isyear  old grandmother who suffers  from advanced
Alzheimer’s disease. Defendant was 15 years of age at
the t ime of the offenses and, in the words of his lawyer,
“had a suhstantial history of very deviant sexual
behavior.”
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be within any relevant maximum sentence
limitations provided in s. 775.082. The failure of
a trial court to impose a sentence  within the
sentencing guidelines is subject to appellate
review pursuant to chapter 924. However, the
adeut of a departure from a guidelines sentence is
not subject to appellate review.” [es.]

Next he asserts  that section  775082(3)(c),  Florida
Statutes (Supp. 1994),  prescribes 15 years as the
maximum sentence for these sexual baw
eouvictior~~.~  Counsel thenX.rgucs  as follows:

“The senten-  of 18 years  arc illegal because the
‘guideline  recommended  sentence  was not in
excess of the statutory maximum. Under the
terms of the statute the court below could not
impose sentence wand the statutory maximum
allowed by se&cm  775.082. The statute uses the
term ‘guideline recommended sentence’ without
specifically defming  that term Ia  order to
effectuate its procedure the statute refers to  the
guidelines. The guidelines are contained in the
Rules of Criminal procedure,  specXca.lly  as
applicable to the p-t  case Rule 3.702 (1994).
There  the term, ‘recommended sentence’  is used
to mean the sentencing  range that the trial court
must utilize absent a departure. The term
‘presumptive sentence’ is not used in the Rule.
Thep~tivese&zz isd&.ncdbythestatute
as the guideline score  c0nvcrte.d  into the same
number of months to be served.  Thus, the
‘guideline recommen dedsentence’iutbiscaseis
not the 16 years but the range between 12 and 20
years and thus it was not necessary to exceed the
maximun...  @tutov  sentence  to  impose a
guideline sentence. A sentence  could have been
imposed within both  the statutory maximum and
witllinthegllidelines nxommwded  range. The 16
years is the ‘preslrmptive  sentence’  which has no
meaning as far as the statutory  authority in section
921.001(5)  to impose sentence in excess of the

3Thesexualbntraytiesaresecon d degree felonies;
the counts of battery cm a person 65 years of age or older
are third degree felonies. All of the crimes were
cmnmitted  in June 1995. The 1995 amendments to the
senkncing  guidelines that might otherwise have applied
to this cw.  were made effective October 1,1995,  or after
the offenses were canmiti. See $5 S and 6, Ch.
95-184,  Laws of Fla

statutory maximum.”
There are a number of misconceptions in this
argument which require a word or two.

First, the guidelines are adopted by and contained
in the  statutes, namely chapter 92 1, Florida Statutes.
The Rules  of Criminal Procedure repeat  the
substantive provisions of the statutes  in the effort to
implementtbem We look to the statutes, however,
for the meaning and content  of the sentencing
guidelines, not the rules. Any doubt as to the
accuraq  of the  foregoing analysis is laid to I-&  in
Smith v.  State, 537 So. 2d 982 (Fla  1989),  where
the cum-t  said:

3ules  3.700 and 3.988 as originally enacted in
1983 were invalid Whether this case is viewed as
one  involving a legislative power which cannot be
delegated or one in which the legislature failed to
provide suffici&ly  ascertz&able  standards mder
which the delegation of authority could be
sustain&  we are convinced that section 921.001
did not legally authorize  this Court to  promulgate
the grid schedules and recommended ranges for
sentencing. Even  though the legislative and
judicial branches were  working together  to
accomplish a laudable objective, the fact remains
that by enacting  rules which placed limitations
upon the length of sentencing this Comt  ‘was
performing a legislative fur&ion  Moreover,
while section 922.001 mandated the establishment
of rules’to  reduce the disparity in sentencing, the
delegation of authority provided little or no
guidance comaning how the  schedules were to be
prepared or the criteria to be --considered in .
determining  the recommended  ranges.

“Our holding does not mean that the-sentencing
guidelines are now invalid. When the legislature
adopted rules 3.701 and 3.988 in chapter 84-328,
the substantive/procedure problem was resolved
because the rules then became a statute. This
practice has been followed there&  when  the
legislature has chosen to adopt new Supreme
Court rule changes.”

537 So. 2d at 987. This is precisely the rationale
used recently  by the fifth district in rejecting  the
same kind of argument in Gardner v.  State, 66 1 So.
2d 1274 (Fla. 5th DCA 1995),  where the court
stated:
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“Gardner further challenges the validity of
section 92 1.001(5),  arguing  that the legislature
improperly vested the Sentencing Guidelines
Commission with r&-making  authority on a
matter  of substantive law. He contends that the
r&making  autbority resulted in the enactment of
section 92 1.00 1(5),  which authorizes the
imposition of senteuces  in excess of the  statutory
maximum. This argument fails, because the
enactment of section 92lOQJ(5)  was an act of the
legislature, not a rule or regulation of the
sentencing commission”

661 So.  2d at 1276. Consequently, there  can be no
serious contention that we should look to the  rules
for the substance and content of the sentencing
guidelill~.

Sec&  although the defmitional  provisions of the
r,u&nc&  guidelines,  see section 921.0011, Florida
Stat&s (1993),  do not contain  a speciftc  defmition
of the term “?ecommendecI guidelines sentence”,
another statute does specify the  content underlying
tbetetm  Section 921.0014(2)  provides as follows:

“(2) m:

“If the total sentence points are less than or
equal to 40, the recommended sentence shall not
be a state prison sentence; however, the  court, in
its discretion,  may increase the  total sentence
points by up to, aud  including, 15  percent.

Iflhetotal scz&zepointsaregreaterthan4Oand
less thau  or equal to 52, the decision to incarcerate
in a state prison is left to the  discretion of the
wult.

Ifthetotal txmterm  points  are greater than  52, the
sentence must be a state prison sentence
calculated by  total sentence  points. &@&&Q,n

*1s s

mson months = totsl sentence uomts  mm~
28.

The recommended sentence length in state prison
months may be intxeased  by up to, and including,
25 percent or decreased by up to, and including,
25 percent, at the discretion of the court. The

recommended sentence length may not be
increased if the total sentence points have been
increased for that offense by up to, and including,
15 percent If a recommended sentence under the
guidelines exceeds the maximum sentence
othewise authorized by s. 775.082, the sentence
recommended under the guidelines must be
imposed absent a departure.

Ifthe  total sentence  points are equal  to or greater
than 363, the court  may sentence the offender to
life imprisonment. An offender  sentenced  to life
imprisomnent  under  this section is not eligible for
any form of discretionary early release, except
pardon, executive clemency, or T conditional
medical release under s. 947.149.” [e.s.  ]

See g 921.0014(2),  Florida Statutes (Supp.  1994).
Under section 92 1.0014(2),  the nature of the
recommended sentence depends on the  total points
assessed: if the points are under 40, the  mm-t  may
not senteuce  to state prison but may increase  the
point total by up to 15%; if the  points are between
40 and 52, the court may in its discretion  imprison;
if the points are greater than 52 the court must
imprison; and if the points are greater than 362 the
court may imprison for life. Here the  points were
229, so&e  recommended sentence is therefore 20 1
months, or 16.75 years.

The highlighted text of section 921.0014(2),
above, also demonstrates the error in defendant’s
argumcnt%attbe  term ‘recommended  sentence’ is
usedtomeanthe senmcing~thatthetrialcoutt
must utilize absent a departure.” [es.]  In reality,
under this statute the recommended sentence is the
precise number of months, expressed iri this  case
(where the total exceeds 52) as 229 minus 28. The
“recommended senteuce”  of 201 months is thus a
speciftc  sentence of a precise, Iixed  number of
months, and not a range! Yet defendant’s argument
about a “guidelines range” reveals the  nub of the
problem we face today.

To address that problem, we must return to the
text of section 921.001(5),  which for the sake of
convenience we quote once again:

“(5) Sentences imposed by trial court judges
under the 1994 revised sentencing guidelines on



or afkr January 1,1994,  must be within the 1994
guidelines unless there is a departure sentence
with written  fmdings. If a recommended sentence
wder the tidelines exceeds the rnaxlm
sentence otherwe  authorzg&y  s. 772j.J$&&

ce under the guidelines must be lmplpsea

.  .
be  wlthm am relevant maxunwn  sentence

m s. 735.082, The failure of
a trial court to impose a sentence  within the.
sentencing guidelines is subject to appellate
review pursuant to chapter 924. However, the
extent of a departure  fi-om  a guidelines sentence is
not subject to appellate review.” [e.s.]

As we have ah-eady showed, the points iu this case
yield a state prison sentence greater than the
maximum authorized by section 775.082(3)(~),
Under  the kst  highlighted sentence in the above
quote, the trial court must impose a sentence  of
inqhonma  for the guideliua  period greater than
section 775.082, uulas  the trial court is prepared  to
impose a departure sentence. But, as the second
highlighted sentence shows, a departure sentence
must itself not exceed ‘the  maximum sentence
limitations provided in s. 775.082.”

We must attempt to harmonize these two
provisions. When the recommended sentence  under
the guideline already exceeds  the section 775.082
maximw it. appears from this text  that the only
kind of departure senknce  authorized is a mitigating
departure--i-e.,  a sentence less than the guidelines
range at the -lower end That,  in turn,  reveals yet
another anomaly. If the imposition of the
recommaded sentence  greater than the section
775.082 maximnm is truly mar&tow, “the
sentence under the guidelines must be imposed,”
then the usual discretion to sentence within a range
of pk  25% of the -ded  sentence has been,
to that exten& taken  away.

Yet that appears to be precisely what the
legislature intended by the exact text it employed.
In other words, when the recommended sentence is
greater than the section 775.082 maximum, the
sentencing judge has two alternatives: (1) impose
the recommended sentence, or (2) instead impose a

mitigating departure sentence. The statute appears
to allow no discretion to exceed a recommended
sentence greater than the section 775.082 maximum
by the 25% period. This makes some sense  if one
supposes that the legislature intended to require
more severe punishment on one whose
remmm&d  zxdence  exceeds the section  775.082
maximum. But then why allow  a mitigating
departure at al.&  or any sentence  below  the ordinary
guidelines range?

The statutory text offers no explanation for that
anomaly. The role of judges, however, is not to
concern ourselves with stam  anomalies iu
rlenmchgstatutes  unless they create t2alstitional
defects or are ambiguous. Judges are bound.,
however, by the rule of lenity in section
775.021(1)!  Undertheruleoflenity,ifaayofthe
terms  in the sentencing  guidelines  statutts are
capable of more than one meaning, we are obligated
toehmsethe constndon  favoring the defendant If
the statute is clear and lacks any constitutional
defect, it must be enforced even if anomalous.
Therefore the resolution of anomalies in
unambiguous but donal provisions is for the
substantive judgment of legislators.

Applying this clear statutory text,  we specifikally
reject the state’s argument that the guidelines
authorize a trial court  to enhance a recommended
sentence by a period of up to 25% when the
recommended sentence is greater thau the section
775.082 maximum Both section 921.001(5)  and
section 921.0016(1)(e)  are very clear that a
departure sentence may not exceed @e  section
775.082 maximurn See 0 921.001(5)  (Tf a
departure sentence, with written fmdings, is
M such sentence must be within any relevant
maximum sentence limitations provided in s.
775.082.“); and 4 92’I.O016(l)(e)  (“A departure
sentence must be within any relevant maximum
sentence limitations provided by s. 775.082,“).

4 See 5 775.02 1, Fla. Stat. (1995) (The  provisions of
this code and offenses defined by other statutes shall be
strictly construed; when the language is susceptible of
differing constructions, it shall be construed most
favorably to the accused,“).

4



Moreover, both sections 921.001(5)  and
92 1.0014(2)  expressly require the  imposition of a
recommended sentence greater than the section
775.082 maximum. See Q  921.001(5)  (“If a
rccmnmcnded  sentence under  the guidelines exceeds
the maximum sentence otherwise authorized by s.
775.082, the sentence under the guidelines must hpi
w, absent a departure.” [es.]), and $
921.0014(2)  (?fa rewmmended  senteuce  under  the
guidelines exc6eds themaxiqpm sentence otherwise
authorized by s. 775.082, the scntenw
-under  the guidelines must be imposed
absent a departure.“). While the 25% range from
the rccommendcd  sentence is discretionary, there is
nothing in the text clearly specifying  that the 25%
range may be used to increase the recommended
sentence further beyond the section 775,082
maximum In contrast, as we have just seen, there
is specific  authority-in fact, a mandatory
direction--to  impose a recommended sentence
greater than the section 775.082 maximum, but that
authohtion  is limited to a recommended sentence
and does not include the  discretionary authority  to
enhance a recommended sentence within the 25%
range. The absence  of express textual authority to
impose a discretionary range enhancement  up to
25% greater than a recommended sentence  that is
itself greater than the section 775.082 maximum
leads us to the  conclusion that there is no such
ZUthOli~.

We also note a subtle difference in the texts of
section 921.001(5)  and section 921.0014 as regards
the imposition of a rmended  sentence  greater
than the section 775.082 maximum. Section
921.001(5)  stati that:

“If a recommended sentence under the guidelines
exceeds the rmcdmum  sentenee  otherwise
authorid by s. 775.082, the sentence  w tlq
gklelinq must be imposed, absent a departure.”

Section 921.0014 states:
“If a recommended sentence  under the guidelines
exceeds  the maximum sentence otherwise
authorized by s. 775.082, the sentence. .ed  mder the rma must be
imposed absent a departure.”

In section 921.001(5),  the pertinent term  is “under
the guidelines,” while in section 92 1.0014 the term

is “recommended under the guidelines.” Because
different  formulations of words are employed in the
two provisions, it is tempting to construe the-m
differently. In context, however, it is apparent that
both must have the same essential meaning.

In both provisions the legislature is referring to
the raw “recommended sentence” and not to a
sentence within the allowable 25% range. This is
made clear by the careful specification in both
provisions that “& sentence under the gui&lin~9”
[e.s.]  must be imposed cvcn though it exceeds  the
maximum provided in section 775.082. If the
legislature had intended that the trial court could
impose a recommended sentence that already
cxuxds the  section 775.082 maximum by an
additional W%,  the frammork  and text of the  entire
chapter strongly indicate that it would have worded
the maudatov recommended senten&  provision in
both section 921.001(5)  and section 921.0014(2)
explicitly to include the additional 25%
discrcti~ authority. Because in neither
formulation did the legislature add any words that
convq  that precise meaning, it follows that the
recommended  sentence that must be imposed when
it exceeds section 775.082 is the unenhanced
version without the additional 25%.

There is another aspect of these statutes that
points to the same construction. Both section
921.0014 and section 921.0016 contain the
aukkation to vary the recommended sentence by
up to 25%. Under the text of both of thtse
provisions, sentencing within the allowable plus or
minus 25% range is supposed to  be entirely
discretionary with the sentencing judge. In other
words this variance is not manclat.0~.  The state
reads the provision authorizing adjustments to the
recommended sentence within the 25% range to
allow the trial court ’ to adjust a recommended
sentence that is greater than the section  775.082
maximum by even an additional 25%. Such a
reading creates an intolerable ambiguity. On the
one hand, what is expressly written as a mandatory
imposition, “must be imposed,” would be then
coupled with a purely discretionary addition,
resulting in a statutory conflict. Is the judge truly
required to impose the recotnmcnded sentence if the
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judge has discretion to enhance it upwards by an
additional 25%?  And if the  judge has the discretion
to enharm  it, why not also the discretion to mitigate
it within the usual range? As we have just stated,
we are unable to Iind  anything in the statutory text
that authorizes such a discretionary enhancement
further beyond the section 775.082 maximum.

We emphasize that we have no quarrel with the
eonwpt  of the ‘tvandering”  m*&urn  senteuce  now
employcxl in the 1994 reviskm  of the guidelines-by
which we refer to the authority to impose a
recommended sentence greater than the section
775.082 maxknum. This has the effect  of
irmasing  the maximum penalty set forth in section
775.082 by a period calculated in accordance with
the defendant’s prior record of convictions and the
nature  and circumstances of the sentencing offense.
Because every defendant is presumed to know the
law and has actual howklge  of one’s own uiminal
history, not to mention the facts of the primary and
additional  sentencing  offenses, there is no possible
claim of laek of notice as to the guidelines
maximum that will be imposed for these offenses.

We expressly reject defendant’s contention that.
because there is nothing in section 775.083 -*
would  give him notice to “check” chp*’
la&dnoticeofthep&sepenaJ’-
One is charged with kr-
Statutes, not me*r’
litigation. U
775.082(8),  ti
to this section.ca
the doctrine  of in
provision should a
that section 775.08.
other statutes. Thus;
921 refer to se&n 775. .’
and 921.0014(2)  q ’
incorporated it by refere.
section 775.082 itself doe.
sections 921.001(5)  and !
render any of these statutes
Moreover, there is nothing inde. Alons
921.001(5)  and 921.0014(2), xrtainly  no
uncertainty of the kind forbidden by article I, section
17, of the Florida Constitution,

The state  4s  our attention to the recent  decisions
in Martinez v. State, 22 Fla. L. Weekly D 1009 (Fla.
3d DCA April 23,1997); andMays v. State, 22 Fla.
L. Weekly D734 (Fla.  5th DCA March 21, 1997),
and suggests thereby that the sentence in this case
was proper. In Martinez the mu-t considered on
motion for rehearing vktually the same issue we
con&ont  in this case. There is an important
difference in that the recommended sentence  in
Martinez was within the s&ion  775.082 rmmimw
while here it exceeds it. But the trial judge in
Martinez elected to enhance  the reeoJnmended
~withinthe25%permittedvarianee,andthe
enhanced sentence then exceeded the section
775.082 maximum In approving this variation, the
third district reasoned

“In our view, the defendant arw  a &tin&ion
without a legal difkrence.  Under subsection
921.0014(1),  Florida Statutes  (1993),  ‘The
recommended sentence  length in state prison
monthsmaybeincreased~ * to,  and including,
25 percent or decrp- ‘0,  and including,
25 percent -- ‘he court.’  The
l-axv the full range

7czeJlt  1tis
uded  range,

1 be used
be id. jj

mended

;’ id
=a0

t o
>e

Alst  ii
3 921.0014(1).

,.\;ent,  the defendant’s
axrae was 7.7 years, which

d J-year legal maximum. The trial
_ bvas  entitled to impose the  sentence  that it

did.”
22 Fla. L. Weekly D1009-1010.  See alsoMay v.
State, 22 Fla. L. Weekly D734 (Fla. 5th DCA
March 2 1,1997)  (recommended sentence less than
section 775.082 maximum; sentence imposed
greater than maximum but within 25% variance

G
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range; sentence affn-med on basis ofMartinez).

We do not agree that section 92 1 .OO  14(  2) defmes
recommended sentence to include the 25% variance
range. Section 92 l.O016(l)(a)  provides that: “The
recommended guidelines sentence provided by the
total sentence points  is assumed to  be appropriate
for the offender,” [es.] Hence the  recommended
sentmce  is the one “provided by the total sentence
points.” A sentence t&at  varies from the
recommended sentice by plus or minus 25% is a
variation sentence, or a sentence within the
guidelines range, but it is not ‘the  recommended
senten=  provided by the total sentence points.” As
we have previously explained, we construe the
quotation in Martinez taken from  section
92 1 .OO 14(  l)‘--“If a recommended sentence under
the guidelines exceeds the nkmmn  sentence
othemise  authorized by s. 775.082, the sentence
rmmmemied  under the guidelines must be imposed
absent a departure”-to allow only a mitigating
departure but not an aggravating departure further
beyond the section 775.082 maximum And while
section 92 1.00 l(6) does indeed refer to the knge
recommended by the guidelines,” sections
921.001(5)  and 921.0014(2)  both state that ‘&
sentence recommended by the guidelines lnust be
imposed  absent a departure.” [e.s.] To repeat
ourselves,  we vim the “must be imposed” language
of this provision, and the discretionary 25%
variance provision of the same statute, to create an
ambiguity which we must resolve in favor of the
defendant. Thus while this provision authorizes the
imposition of a recommended sentence greater than
the section 775.082 maximum, it does not allow the
impition of sentence uhanwd  by a 25% variation
above the recoe  senknce We disagree with
the analysis of both Martinez and iUuys  to the
extent that it applies  to the case we face today, in
which the recommended  sentence itself exceeds the
section 775.082 maximum without any variation.

’ The  third district was  quoting from the 1993 statutes
in which subparagraph (1) contains the substance of
what kcame  subparagraph (2) in the 1994 supplement,
Compnre  0 921.0014(1),  Fki. S t a t .  ( 1 9 9 3 )  with  §
921.0014(2),  Ha. Stat. (Supp. 1994).

For these and additional reasons, we also disagree
with Green v.  State, 691 So. 2d 502 (Fla.  5th DCA
1997). In that case, the recommended sentence was
65.8 months and the trial court sentenced the
defendant to 72 months, but the section 775.082
maximum was 60 months. In approving the
sentence,  the district court observed that the
sentence imposed did not vary from the
recommended sentence by more than 25% and that
the sentence was therefore not a departure sentence.
The court concluded that the 72-month  sentence
was a permissible variation from the recommended
sentence. Explaining its rationale, the court stated:

“The emphasized line from section 921.001(5)
quoted above should read, for purposes of clarity,
as follows:

‘If the recommended sentence under the
guidelines exceeds the maximum sentence
otherwise authorized by s. 775.082, a sentence
under the guidelines must be imposed, absent a
departure.’

It would appear, from a grammatical  standpoint,
that the articles in the foregoing sentence are
misplaced in the printed statute.”

691 So. 2d at 503. With all due respect to the fifth
district we are unable to agree that “the articles in
the foregoing sentence are misplaced in the printed
Statute .”

The court’s “clarification” for grammatical
purposeshas&ectua&rewri&nthestatute.  Inthe
statutory text published by the legislature, the
passage reads:

‘If a recommended sentence under the guidelines
exceeds the maximum sentence otherwise
authorized by s.  775.082, the senten&  under the
guidelines must be imposed, absent a departure.”

The reader will note that fkst the legislature has
written “a  recommended sentence”; but, after  the
reference to section 775.082, the legislature has
written “the  recommended sentence.” The fifth
district’s revision of the statutory text is to change
“the court must impose the sentence  under the
guidelines,” to read instead that “the court must
impose a sentence under the guidelines.” The
definite article the has been replaced by the
indefinite article a. The indefinite article a has an
accepted sense of “any,“while the defmite article,



the, used before a noun specifies a definite and
specific noun, as opposed to any mcmbcr  of  a
class.6 This transposition of articles enabled the
fifth district to conclude that even when the
recommended  sentence exceeds the section 775.082
maximum the court could still impose a 25%
variation sentence because it would still be a
sentena  under the guidelines. Again, with respect,
this is not what the legislature wrote.

As we stated at the be&g we certify cotiict
with these decisions of the third and f&h dislricts.

REVERSED AND REMANDED FOR
RESEINTEINCMG.

STEVENSON and GROSS, JJ., concur.

NOT FINAL UNTIL TEIE DISPOSITION OF
ANY TIMELY FILED MOTION FOR
REHEARING.

6AcMlywedor0tagreelWtheuseofainthelirst
reference to yrecommended sentence” was
grammati&ly  improper. In context it is readily
apparent that the legislature intended to refer to any
reccwIlIlended semerce &at exceeds the section 775.082
rmaximum, so it was e.nlircly proper  for the legislature
to use the indefinite  a. Any is one of the standard
senses of the indefinite articlfz.

8
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A SENATE  STAFF  ANALYSIS  AND  ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT

(This  dOcument  is bared only on the provisions COnta{n@d in the
legislatipn as of the latest date listed below.)

DATE: January 24, 1995 REVISED:

SUBJECT: Sentencing Guidelines Ranking Chart

ANALYST STAFF DIRECTOR REFERENCE ACTION
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I . S U M M A R Y :

CS/SR  172 provides for additional specified crimes to be included
in the offense severity ranking chart of the sentencing
guidelines. The Cs also revises the Sentencinq  points assessed
under the sentencing guidelines worksheet, and provides for
certain prior felony offenses, and prior capital felonies, to be
included in computing an offender's sentence.

CS/SB 172  substantially amends, creates, or repeals the following
sections of the Florida Statutes: 921.0012, 921.0014.

II. PRESENT SITUATION:

Under the sentencing guidelines, effective  on January  I, 1994,
many offenses have been ranked according to their severity and
points assessed for the level in which they appear. There are ten
levels.

An offense severity ranking chart includes many of the guidelines
offenses. Since there are hundreds of criminal offenses, the
chart does not include every criminal offense falling under the
guidelines. Accordingly, the Legislature created s. 921.0013,
F.S., to rank any unlisted felony oEfenses. Under this statute,
the felony degree of the oEfense  determines the ranking it will
receive. Section 921.0013, F.S., insures that no guidelines
offense will go unranked. However, the Legislature is not
precluded from placing an unlisted offense in the severity ranking
chart to assign it a higher ranking than it would have received-as
an unlisted offense.

Under the 1994 sentencing guidelines, the decision whether to
impose a state prison sentence upon an offender with a guidelines
offense is determined by the total sentence point-he scores on
the sentencing guidelines scoresheet. Points are dssessed  against
an offender for his current offense as well as for other factors
such as  additional and prior oEEenses;  the victim's injury or
death; legal status and release program violations; and the
possession of a firearm, destructive device I or semi-automatic
weapon. Sentencing points are also enhanced through multipliers
for a primary offense oE drug trafficking,;or  violation of the Law
Enforcement Protection Act.

If total sentencing points are greater than 40 points but less
than or equal to 52 points, the court has the discretion to impose
a state prison sentence: over 52 points, a prison sentence is
required. The sentencing court can increase total sentencing

I
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points that are less than or equal to 40 points by up to 15
percent, which may pull an offender into the range where a prison
Sentence is permissible.

A state prison sentence is calculated by deducting 28 points from
total OK increased sentencing points. This total may be increased
or decreased by the court by up to 25 percent, except where the
total sentencing points were less than or equal to 40 but have
been increased by the 15 percent multiplier to exceed 40 points.
Any state prison sentence must exceed 12 months.

A state prison sentence that varies upward or downward by more
than 25 percent is a departure sentence and must be accompanied by
written reasons for the departure. Some of the aggravating or
mitigating circumstances that may call for a departure are listed
in s. 921.0016, F.S.

III. EFFECT OF PROPOSED CRANGES:

CS/SB  172 adds five offenses to the offense severity chart of the
sentencing guidelines:

s.  376.302(5)
Level 3
3rd degree felony

s. 697.08 3rd degree felony

5. 79O.L15(1)
Level 4
3rd degree felony

Level 5
s* 316.1935(2)  6  ( 3 ) 3rd degree felony

5.  784*048(3)

5.  784.048(4)

Level 6
3rd degree felony

Level 7
3rd degree felony

.:

Fraudulent representation or
submission for reimbursement
of cleanup expenses

Equity skimminq

Exhibiting firearm or
weapon within 1,000 feet
of a school

Fleeing or attempting to
elude law enforcement  officer
or aggravated fleeing OK
eluding while leaving the
scene of an accident

Aggravated stalking

Aggravated stalking aEter
in junction for protect ion
or order o f  prohibition

The legislation follows the recommendations of the Florida Supreme
Court with the exception of s. 784.048(4),  F.S., which has been
placed in level 7 rather than level 6 as the Court recommaded.

CS/SB  172 also significantly amends the sentencing guidelines
scoresheet. First, the 91 points assigned to a level 9 primary
offense are enhanced by 1 point, and the 42 points assigned to a
level 7 primary offense are enhanced to S6 points.

Second, additional offense points currently assigned to levels 6
through 10 offenses are enhanced SO that they are equal to 50
percent of the points assigned for a level 6 through 10 primary
offense.
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Additional Offenses

Levels Points Presently Assigned Under CS/SB 172
10 1 2 . 0 58.0

9 10.8 46.0
a 9 . 6 37.0
7 8.4 28.0
6 7.2 la.0

T h i r d , prior offense points currently assigned to levels 6 through
10 offenses are enhanced so that they are equal to 25 percent of
the points assigned fot a level 6 through 10 primary offense.

Prior Offenses

Levels Points Presently Assigned Under CS/SB  172
10, 8.0 29.0

9 7.2 23.0
8 6.4 16.S
7 5.6 14.0
6 4.0 9.0

Fourth, enhancers are created for prior serious felonies and prior
capital felonies. Thirty points are added to the subtotal. ---
sentence points of an offender who has a primary offense in levels
7-10, and one or more prior serious felonies. The legislation
defines a prior serious felony as an offense for which the
offender has been found guilty; which was committed within 3. years
before the date the primary offense or any additional offense was
committed; and which is ranked in levels 7-10, or would be ranked
in these levels if the offense were committed in Florida on or
after January 1, 1994.

If the offender has one or more prior capital felonies, points are
added to the offender's subtotal sentence points equal to twice
the number of points the offender receives for his primary offense
and any additional offense. The legislation defines a prior
capital felony as an offense for which the offender is found
guilty; and which is a capital felony, or would be a capital
felony if the offense were committed in Florida.

Finally, the bill enhances points currently assigned for the
victim's death and certain victim injuries.

Victim Injury

Level
Death

Points Presently Assigned Under 172
60

CS/SB

Sexual
80

Penetration 40
Sexual

80
Contact ia 40

In summary, the impact of this legislation on inmate Sentencing
for guidelines offenses is that it will pull many offenders into
the discretionary range in which a prison sentence may be imposed,
and pull many other offenders into the range where-a  prison
sentence is mandatory. It will assign more weight'to an
offender's prior record and additional offenses, and capture prior
capital felonies, which are not scored under the present
guidelines scoresheet. It will assign more weight to the victim's
death, make injury to the victim through sexual penetration
coequal with the victim's death, and assign more weight
victim's injury through sexual contact.

to the
Finally, it will increasethe prison sentences for many offenders, particularly multiple

offenders and recidivists with serious prior violent oEfenses.
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I ’ IV. CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES:

A . Municipality/County Mandates Restrictions:

None .

B . Public Records/Open Meetings Issues:

None.

C. Trust Funds Restrictions:

None.

V. ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:

A. Tax/Fee Issues:

None.

B. Private Sector Impact:

None.

C, Government Sector Impact:

Section 921.001(9)(b),  F.S., 1994 Supp., requires that any
legislation that creates a felony, enhances a misdemeanor to a
felony, upgrades a lesser offense severity level in s.
921.0012, F.S., 1994 Supp., or reclassifies an existing felony
to a greater felony classification, must provide that the
change result in a net zero sum impact in the overall prison
population as determined by the Criminal Justice Estimating
Conference, unless the legislation contains a funding source
sufficient in its base or rate to accomodate  the change, or a
provision to specifically abrogate the application of the law.

The Criminal Justice Estimating Conference (CJEC) has
temporarily postponed consideration of CS/SB  172. However,
Economic and Demographic Research (EDR) and the Department of
Corrections (DOC) have provided preliminary estimates, These
estimates are subject to change when the CJEC meets to
consider CS/SB  172.

EDR estimates that SB 172 will require 24,618 new beds by FY
1999-2000. No cost estimates of these new beds have been
provided.

WC has provided the following estimate of cumulative
additional beds required under CS/SB  172 and expenditures
required for these additional beds:

CumuLative  Addt'
Beds Required 3.

Total \
June 30 Under CS/SB  172 Operating F.C.O. All Funds

1996 5,270 5 81,231,S17 S113.526.340 S194.751,85-?
1997 9,833 5151,565.370 S211.022,406 $363,387,856
1998 13,140 5202,539,303 5283,061,880
1999

S485,601,183
15,883 S244,819,768 S342,151,586

2000
S586.971,354

18.161 S279,932,746 5391,i24,262 $671.157,008



STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR

Senate Bill 172

1. Enhances points presently assigned to levels 7 and 9
primary oEfense  in the sentencing guidelines scoresheet.

2. Enhances points presently assigned to levels 7, 8, 9 and
10 additional and prior offenses in the sentencing
guidelines scoresheet.

3. Enhances points presently assigned in the sentencing
guidelines scoresheet to the victim's death, or the victim's
injury by sexual penetration or sexual contact.

4. Provides that 30 points shall be added to the subtotal.
sentence points of an offender who has a primary offense in
levels 7, 8, 9 or 10, and one or more prior serious
felonies.

5. Defines prior serious felony as an offense for which the
offender has been found guilty; which was committed within 3 . . .
years before the date the primary offense or any additional
offense was committed; and which is ranked in levels 7, 8, 9
or 1 0 , or would be ranked in these levels if the offense
were cmmitted  in Florida on or after January 1, 1994.

6. Deletes from the bill the definition of prior serious
felony as an offense for which the defendant has been found
guilty: which was committed within 3 years before the date
of the primary offense; and which is ranked in levels 7, 8,
9 or 10, or would be ranked in those levels on or after
Yanuary  1, 1994.

7. Provides that an offender with one or more prior capital
felonies shall receive additional points to his subtotal
sentencing points. These additional points are equal to
twice the number of points the offender receives for his
primary offense and any additional offense.

8. Defines a prior capital felony as an offense for which
the offender is found guilty: and which is a capital felony,
or would be a capital felony if the offense were committed
in Florida.

Committee on Criminal Justice
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